
Upper Sandusky Community Library Website Redesign  by Jane Lockhart

We organized the site using a combination of Audience based and Task based classification schemes, allowing the site to cater to each user in a more intuitive format. Each category is broken down so that  users can find  
content based on who they are, and what they’re looking for. A teacher can find all the die-cut information in one location. A person looking for a new job will find all career information is directly linked. An a mom can easily  
access all calendars for herself and her kids in one easy location in order to decide what actvities to register for to accomodate her entire family. Redundant access points are avoided, except where the use of that specific  
feature improves usability of the site, such as in the “Events” section, where all pages show links to the Calendar and Newsletter features.

TASK                                                                                                                   PERSONA MIA, 
THE MOM 
(PRIMARY)

SARA, 
THE STUDENT 
(PRIMARY)

RAY, 
THE RETIREE 
(SECONDARY)

PAULA, 
THE YOUNG  
PROFESSIONAL 
(SECONDARY)

High Priority Tasks

#1. Finding/signing up for upcoming events X X X X

#2. Using site to checkout books and eMedia X X X X

#3. Easily reserve rooms for meetings X X X X

Medium Priority Tasks

#1. Access Information from the Heritage Room X X

#2.  Easily access information about current policies  
(such as how to set up an online account) X X X

Low Priority Tasks

#1. Find library open hours X X X X

#2. Quickly and easily access professional/educational journals and publications
X X

TASK PRIORITIES, ORGANIZED BY PERSONA: SITE MAP FOR THE FUTURE UPPER SANDUSKY COMMUNITY LIBRARY WEBSITE:

Upper Sandusky Community Library Home Page

WIREFRAMES DETAILING HOME PAGE AND HIGH PRIORITY TASK #1:

HOME PAGE

HIGH PRIORITY TASK #1

PERSONAS:

Ray, the retiree

“I want to be able  
to find information  
for my Veteran’s  
history group  
without asking  
a librarian for help 
with the archives  
every time.” 
     -RAY

Ray wants to use the online library resources that allow him to reserve a room for a group  
he belongs to that is building a historical database about local veterans in the Upper Sandusky 
area. He would like to be able to access archival information and materials from the Heritage 
Room without having to ask a librarian for help to get through the large archive.
He doesn’t have a great interest in eMedia, but often would like to be able to check out  
or reserve a book using the online site. Ray also has concerns that the online content should  
be presented in a way that allows older patrons to read easily with large print features. 
Ray said he loves the reserve a book feature, because it’s easy to use. He loves to be able  
to go online and read outlines on the books, and to search by author to find books he hasn’t 
read but is interested in because of other things he’s read in the past.
He’d like to learn to download a book to the Kindle his grandchildren gave him for his birthday, 
but thinks the librarians will have to show him how to do that.

High Priority Tasks to Help Ray: 
1. Finding/signing up for upcoming events.
2. Using site to checkout books and eMedia.
3. Easily reserve rooms for meetings.
 
Medium Priority Tasks to Help Ray: 
1. Access information from the Heritage Room. 

“I only have an  
hour for lunch.  
I want to check   
my due dates, 
to pay my fines,  
to reserve a good 
book; and still have  
a little time to eat.” 
    -SARA

Paula wants to use the online library resources for three main tasks: signing up for and  
hosting events, checking out books and eMedia, and finding articles from professional journals 
for continued learning for her job. Being able to access multiple library archives online while 
she’s actually at work has been helpful when she’s writing a report or researching a new topic. 
She also often reserves a room at the library for her Rotary Club meetings, and she would like  
to be able to send out a meeting notice to club members that would allow them to accept  
the invitation immediately, so that she can estimate head-count. 
Because Paula has a busy schedule, and often squeezes errands into her lunch break, she feels 
it’s important to be able to renew books she can’t return on time, and to place books on hold 
directly from the website. 
Paula also wants the ability to pull a list of books she has read in the past, so that she can  
avoid accidentally choosing a book she’s already read when she’s in a hurry.

High Priority Tasks to Help Paula: 
1. Finding/signing up for upcoming events.
2. Using site to checkout books and eMedia.
3. Easily reserve rooms for meetings.
 
Medium Priority Tasks to Help Paula: 
1. Easy access to information about current policies. 

Paula, the young professional

“When I take my  
kids to the library,  
I want to keep  
them busy.  
I want to quickly  
look at a calendar 
and know for sure 
what’s going on.” 
     -MIA

Mia is new to the area, and a friend recommended using the library website to sign up  
for a library card, and to create an online account so she could sign up for Mommy & Me  
classes and the toddler reading time.
For her older child, Mia knows accessing the library’s online game features is essential  
to keeping him occupied in a pinch. 
For herself, Mia wants to sign up to go to Book Club meetings, and when she gets comfortable 
with the area and makes some friends, she’s interested in booking meeting rooms for activities 
she wants to plan, like a scrapbooking night. Her friends would love to access the die-cut  
collection in the Ellison Room.
Mia wants to be able to download eMedia, which is easier for her to use without her kids  
destroying, like they could easily do to a library book.

High Priority Tasks to Help Mia: 
1. Finding/signing up for upcoming events.
2. Using site to checkout books and eMedia.
3. Easily reserve rooms for meetings.
 
Medium Priority Tasks to Help Mia: 
1. Easy access to information about current policies. 

Mia, the mom

“I have to do  
research for  
a paper on the  
political history  
of Ohio! HELP!” 
     -SARA

Sara visits the library with her friends after school on most days, but they most often  
use the meeting rooms as a social gathering place to do their homeword together.
She uses the online resources to check out books for reports, and has accessed collections  
from other libraries, with the extensive help of a librarian. Sara would like a simpler way  
to access collections, especially for the Heritage Room, which she recently had to access  
in order to write a report for her A.P. History class. It was difficult to find those resources online,  
so she made a special Saturday trip to get the information she needed, and she had to ask  
her older brother to drive her to the library.
Sara frequently uses the online site to access eMedia materials for recreational use. She  
also uses the site to register for the Teen Council meetings. 

High Priority Tasks to Help Sara: 
1. Finding/signing up for upcoming events.
2. Using site to checkout books and eMedia.
 
Medium Priority Tasks to Help Sara: 
1. Access information from the Heritage Room.
2. Easy access to information about current policies. 

Sara, the student

PROJECT OVERVIEW: USER RESEARCH SUMMARY:

NAVIGATION STRUCTURE FOR THE NEW SITE:

The client: Upper Sandusky Community Library

The problem:  The current website is technologically out of date, and the abundant content has become unmanageable for both administrators to organize,  
and for users to access.

Major concerns:  For patrons —ease of use, including organization of online catalogs and resources, accessibility of forms and events schedules, and a welcoming,  
up-to-date format.  
For administrators—updated technological capabilities to improve work experience, and ease-of-use in maintaining and updating site elements.

STATE OF THE CURRENT SITE
Current organization schemes: The current organization scheme for the Home Page (shown at left)  
is a combination, including elements of Topical (Our Library, Our Collection), Audience (Teen Advisory  
Board, Story Time), and Task oriented (Common Readers Discussion) schemes. Organization schemes  
vary further within each topic. For example, the page “Heritage Room” is organized Alphabetically,  
while the “Our Collection” page is organized by Topic. Moving on the the Resources section of the site,  
you find that these pages are organized with a Database scheme, heavily emphasizing search functions.

How things are accessed: The current site contains a wealth of content, gathering resources from archival  
websites, in-house collections, government and public access resources, pdf materials, photo-sharing  
connections and on-site text information. Because of the vast amount of information contained within the  
sections of each topic, and the number of resourse links that can be found on the site, many of the resources 
are buried as links within the site’s pages. This can make items of interest difficult to find. Some elements are  
accessed through multiple links. A user may find information about the Heritage Room in the “Our Library”  
page, the “Our Collection” page, and the “Heritage Room” page. Other elements are only accessible in  
one place, like the information about the “Teen Advisory Board”. The site lacks a navigational breadcrumb  
trail, making it easy for a user to quickly get lost within the navigation of tasks, even though the site’s taxonomy  
is well-chosen and largely intuitive, even to a novice user.

Content standardization: Most of the content on the site is set up in very similar structures, though there are  
pages that break from the norm and follow their own styles (eg. the “Story Time” page has no visual element  
to its introductory section, as seen with the “Teen Advisory Board” page or the “Heritage Room” page;  
the “Newsletter” page takes the user directly to the PDF content, instead of an introductory visual element.).

What works well:  
1. The site management team has done an excellent job keeping links and calendars up-to-date.
2. Every link and PDF loaded successfully for the research team (except for “New Materials & Best Sellers”).
3. Hours of operation and Location are very easy to find, and appear on each page in the Header.

Elements we can improve:
1.  Create simple, clear navigation for the “Events” section of the site. Connect all Events elements for quick search and registration for events for all age categories.  

Connect all calendars together with direct links to the Newsletter to bring simple, noticable improvement to the user experience. These elements are highlighted  
in YELLOW on the Site Map, showing how they can be connected to each other, and are shown in detail in the Wireframes.

2.  Create a section for patrons to conduct their library business online. Information on how to obtain a library card, USCL policies and fine schedules, information  
on the current internet use agreement, and other day-to-day needs of library patrons can be grouped into one easy to use section of the website for fast and  
effective user results. The new section will be a main driver in meeting user needs.

3.  The Heritage Room is one of the most confusing elements on the site. Create a proper introductory section for the content with clear and simple to use links  
to online archival resources to make the information found in this section much more accessible to the typical site user. 

4.  Group all outside resources for other libraries, research, and government programs into one central location on the site so that patrons searching for research  
materials of any kind will always know exactly where to go. Gathering these resources into one location will de-clutter the rest of the USCL website, creating  
an inviting space with less intimidating user content.

Other elements we can improve: 
1.  Improve clarity and consistency of language choices for topics and titles to improve user’s scan and search times. Name topics simply and clearly, allowing  

the user to quickly find what they’re looking for and creating a satisfactory experience.
2.  Create links to actionable information in categories that are currently information-only pages (such as the “After School Action Hour” page) encouraging  

interaction and participation from the user.
3.  Improve consistency of layout and design elements. Accessing forms in consisten locations, ability to locate calendars from page to page—especially when  

the information on that page includes details about an event, and organizing information into defined Audience oriented categories, bringing the user into  
an active relationship with the library online and in person.

4. Update the site with a more modern design aesthetic, moving towards a flat design that is mobile device friendly. 

LITERATURE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We conducted a literature search, and gathered information from the following articles used to supplement  
our interview findings.

1.  Libraries Connect Communities: Public Library Funding and Technology Access Study (PLFTAS) 
Hoffman, Judy; Bertot, John Carlo; and Davis, Denise M. (June 2012). Libraries Connect Communities: Public 
Library Funding & Technology Access Study 2011-2012. Retrieved from: Libraries Connect Communities: Public 
Library Funding & Technology Access Study, 2011-2012.  
Abstract: Report assessing public access to computers, the Internet, and Internet-related services in U.S. public 
libraries, and the impact of library funding changes on connectivity, technology deployment, and sustainability. 
Provides information to help library directors and library IT staff benchmark and advocate for technology  
resources in their communities. 

2.  20 Great Public Library Websites 
Anderson, Matt (Feb. 2013). 20 Great Public Library Websites. Retrieved from: http://www.mattanderson.org/
blog/2013/02/11/20-great-public-library-websites/ 
Abstract: A list of 20 great public library websites and each of their top 3 assets.

3.  Libraries and the Internet Toolkit 
Bosch, Eileen; Dean, Toni; Robillard, Amanda; Degnan-Rojeski, Mara; Tran, Yen; Garnar, Martin; and Magi,  
Trina (July 2013). Libraries and the Internet Toolkit. Retrieved from: http://www.ifmanual.org/sites/default/files/ 
Libraries%20and%20the%20Internet%20Toolkit%20July%202013%20revised.pdf 
Abstract: The toolkit is a practical guide to managing Internet services in libraries of all types. Includes up-to-date 
information on filtering, the requirements of the Children’s Internet Protection Act, the use of, and access to  
social media in libraries, guidelines on developing Internet policies, and practical advice on handling messaging 
and communications concerning library Internet services.

4.  Systems and Technologies : LA Times Article Sparks Differing Views of Libraries’ Role 
Jeffers, J. Michael (Nov. 2010). Systems and Technologies: LA Times Article Sparks Differing Views of Libraries’ 
Roles. Retrieved from: http://www.alaeditions.org/blog/categories/systems-and-technologies?page=1 
Abstract: Answers to an informal poll of L.A. Times authors on their reaction to the traditional view of libraries  
and their feelings about how libraries are going about reinventing themselves. Quoted with permission.

5.  Library Services in the Digital Age Part 2: What people do at libraries and library websites 
Zickuhr, Kathryn; Rainie, Lee; and Purcell, Kristen (Jan. 2013). Library Services in the Digital Age Part 2: What  
People do at libraries and library websites. Retrieved from: http://libraries.pewinternet.org/2013/01/22/part-2-
what-people-do-at-libraries-and-library-websites/ 
Abstract: Pew Internet’s survey explores in depth what people do at libraries – both at the physical facilities and 
on library websites. These responses reported were asked of the 53% of Americans who say they visited a library 
or bookmobile in the past 12 months (at the time of the survey).

6.  The Website Design and Usability of U.S. Academic and Public Libraries: Findings from a Nationwide Study 
Chow, Anthony S.; Bridges, Michelle; and Commander. Patricia (2014). The Website Design and Usability  
of U.S. Academic and Public Libraries: Findings from a Nationwide Study. Reference & User Services Quarterly, 
vol. 53, no. 3, pp. 253–65. 2014. American Library Association. 
Abstract:  Describes the results of a nationwide study that examined the design, layout, content, site  
management, and usability of 1,469 academic and public library websites from all 50 states. 

USER SURVEY METHODOLOGY

Each interview started with a list of open-ended questions (below) and expanded scope as necessary, depending 
on the answers received from each. Interviews were conducted between July  9, 2015 and July 10, 2015.

Two librarians interviewed: Anna Goben, from Indiana State Library and Evergreen Indiana, a public library  
consortium; and Abigail Goben, Chicago Library of Health Sciences.

Two library patrons interviewed: Anat Levtov, a patron of Iowa City Public Library; and Dusty Krikau, a patron  
of Fond du Lac Public Library. 

Research Protocol: Questions for Librarians – Anna Goben and Abigail Goben
1. Why do your patrons visit your library’s website?
2. What information do they access most often (for example: research, schedules for events, group information)?
3. What do they need help with the most, when trying to find information on your website?
4. Is there a way that a designer could help reduce the problems you listed in Question 3?
5. What is the most useful aspect of your library’s website?
6.  If you could change one thing about your library’s website, what would it be (for example: what do you have 

trouble finding on the site; what is difficult to maintain and update; what do you want your patrons to use that 
they aren’t accessing)?

Research Protocol: Questions for Patrons – Dusty Krikau and Anat Levtov
1. Why do you visit your library’s website
2. What information do you access most often (for example: research, schedules for events, group information)?
3.  What have you needed help with in the past, when trying to find information on your website? Did you have  

to get help from a librarian?
4.  Is there a way that a better design could help reduce the problems you listed in Question 3? Are there similar  

sites you use that are easier to navigate?
5. What is the most useful aspect of your library’s website?
6.  If you could change one thing about your library’s website, what would it be (for example: what do you  

have trouble finding on the site; what do you want to find on the website that isn’t there; what is ugly)?

USER RESEARCH RESULTS
1.  According to my patron survey, public library patrons generally agree that these following features should be 

part of a good library website: Ability to renew books they won’t be able to return on time and to place books 
on hold; ability to get a list of books they have read in the past; access to the activity schedules and game links 
on the children’s resource pages; Ability to pull a list of currently checked out books that need to be returned; 
Easily reserve a meeting room for a community organization.

2.  Online resources used most by the public are e-books and e-readers (eMedia). “In the 2011-2012 study,  
76.3 percent of libraries report offering access to e-books, up from 67.2 percent in 2010-2011 and 38.3 percent  
in 2007” (PLFTAS).

3.  The Iowa City Public Library website does a great job focusing on: Programming; Mobile experience; Young  
people. (Interview with Anat Levtov; blog by Matt Anderson).

4.  There is a high rate of agreement among most library websites for content – most sites have similar information. 
This creates expectations for users, and also allows for a great existing framework in designing/updating a library 
website (Chow, Bridges, and Commander).


